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ABSTRACT

To enhance user experience, vendors have equipped mobile phones with
various kinds of sensors in recent years. Though small, these embedded sensors
have greatly improved the communication devices by making them “smarter”.
Things are becoming more interesting as people are starting to share their local
knowledge by providing sensing data from their phones. This is so-called
“participatory sensing”. People have already seen the power of “participatory
sensing” in traffic monitoring, health analysis and many other research areas.
However, while sensing data are helping people understand the world, they may
also leak personal private information. Though existing permission-based sensor
management systems have claimed to be able to prevent privacy leakage, recently
reported attacks on smartphones have shown their limitations and ineffectiveness
in protecting sensitive user information.
In this thesis, we propose a Quality-of-Sensing (QoSn) based management
framework for participatory sensing. This framework would help people manage
their sensing tasks and control the quality of sensing through a unified interface on
the phone, which provides both convenience and security to users in participatory
sensing. To make participatory sensing a win-win game, the framework also allows
privacy bargain to let the users trade off their privacy for better rewards.
This thesis presents the implementation of the framework’s phone client on
the Android OS. The phone client provides unified interface to efficiently manage the
sensing tasks and control the sensing quality of all the onboard sensors. We have
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successfully restricted the quality of sensing by creating policies. We have also made
9 sensors on Nexus 10, which is a tablet with Android system, running together at
their highest rates in SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL mode with very low network
overhead and little impact to the phone, which shows the scalability of the sensing
framework.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Introduction
After Apple [1] released their 1st generation iPhone [2], the physical

keyboard is no longer the dominant channel for human beings to interact with their
phones. Instead, the phones are equipped with various kinds of sensors. Though
small, the sensors have greatly broadened the usage of phones and enhanced the
user experience, which makes the phones “smart” and ubiquitous. For example, with
a GPS receiver, people are able to tell their locations and surrounding areas. With
the magnetic field sensor, the phone can turn into a compass when people have lost
their way. The accelerometer can sense the phone’s accelerations in three directions,
which shows how a phone is moving. Besides these basic functionalities, people
have found that the smartphones with sensors can efficiently form a sensing
network that helps to collect local data from a wide area without any complicated
deploying process, which has a great value in scientific research. In [3], J. Burke et al.
have pointed out the participatory sensing’s great potential in public health analysis,
urban planning, culture identity and natural resource management.
However, concerns are also raised that the onboard high-precision sensors
may leak people’s privacy. There have been a plenty of sensor management systems
proposed to control the access to the sensors. Many of them mainly focused on
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improving the existing permission-based access control system. Enck et al. proposed
the TaintDroid [4] to track the data flow within Android [5] phones. It defines a
series of rules to detect high-risk data collection behaviors of an application in order
to prevent privacy leakage. Ongtang et al. created a Secure Application INTeraction
[6] infrastructure to govern the install-time permission assignment and their runtime policy in order to put the applications’ behaviors under controls.
Unfortunately, recent research has reported a wide range of attacks and
sensor-based inference technologies towards the smartphones, which lead to
privacy leakage. They have shown the limitations and ineffectiveness of the
permission-based access control systems. [7, 8] are about typical GPS location
tracking attacks. [9] mentioned a location tracking attack even with only
accelerometer. [10] shows the attack that uses camera to secretly record the video
information for the third-party. [11, 12] introduced sensor-based mobile context
inference that could lead to a potential privacy leakage. [13] is talking about an
audio-based logging Trojan. [14, 15, 16] are vibration-based logging attack using
both accelerometer and orientation sensors. The reason why the permission-based
access control system cannot effectively protect user’s privacy is that the sensitivity
of the sensing data depends more on the context and the quality of data. The context
can imply potential user privacy while the quality of data determines how precise
the information could be. Though the users can manage the permissions, they are
not able to control how the sensor will be used after they have granted the
permission.
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For participatory sensing, people are concerned, not only about the security,
but also the ease of task deployment. Many sensing frameworks have been proposed
to achieve this goal. SenseWeb [17] is such a solution that provides a unified
platform for posting tasks and gathering data from a large group of people. The
MetroSense project [18] is trying to build a people-centric sensing platform for the
participatory sensing. A number of sensing applications are built upon it, such as
SoundSense [19], CenceMe [20], and AnonySense[21]. They share the same problem
that makes the task deployment on these platforms inefficient, which is that they all
need a third-party app for each of the sensing tasks. The data collectors have to
spend some time on building a specific app upon the platform before they can
release a sensing task. Furthermore, these third-party apps may introduce new
security risks to the participants’ phones.
In this thesis, we propose a QoSn-based management framework for
participatory sensing addressing both security and deployment problems. In this
framework, smartphone users need to install only one client app on their phones.
And then, they will be able to control the sensing quality of all the onboard sensors
through a unified interface by creating specific policies for different data collectors
and sensors. The task deployment is also simplified. No extra apps are needed. All
the task participation operations can be done through the phone client app, which
speeds up the deployment procedure and also eliminates the potential security risks
brought by third-party apps. Besides, this system supports privacy bargain, which
gives people more flexibility to adjust the sensing quality so that the sensing quality
will make both data collectors and smartphone users satisfied in a sensing task.
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To further enable the users to join as many tasks as they want at the same
time, this sensing framework supports data cache on a proxy server so that the data
can be reused in many different sensing tasks. The proxy server will be responsible
for picking the sensing data in requested quality for the data collectors.
We have implemented the phone client as an Android app and built a proxy
server to work with it. We have made 9 sensors collect data at the same time and
successfully controlled the quality of data by adding policies and bargaining with the
data collectors. The network overhead is also low, which is only 1/10 of the upload
bandwidth of a typical 3G network when all the sensors are running at their highest
speed in normal delay mode. Finally, the cached data are successfully deployed to
several collectors at the same time based on their different requirements on sensing
quality.

1.2

Contributions
This thesis makes the following contributions:


This sensing framework allows the user to control the sensing quality
instead of only access permissions.



This sensing framework speeds up the task deployment by providing a
unified interface to manage sensing tasks and eliminating the need of
third party apps.

5


Smartphone users can bargain with collectors on the quality of sensing
data, which provides a flexible way for user to make trade-off on their
privacy.

1.3

Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized into 1) background knowledge and related

work showing the state of the art of sensor management systems; 2) The design,
implementation and system evaluation of the proposed sensing framework; 3)
Discussion and future improvements and 4) Conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Related Work
2.1

Background
Today, almost all the smart phones are equipped with various types of

sensors. Take Apple’s iPhone [2] as an example, it has ambient light sensor,
proximity, GPS, accelerometer, dual microphones, compass, gyroscope and other
devices that can be used as a sensor such as the camera [22]. Most of them are
originally designed to improve the user experience of a phone. The ambient light
sensor is used for sensing the surrounding light in order to automatically adjust the
screen brightness. The proximity detects the distance between human’s face and the
phone so that it can correctly disable the touch screen when people are answering
phone calls. GPS tells the location and helps to navigate. Accelerometer and
gyroscope can record the position and the movement of a phone, which are used by
many games.
During the past couple of years, people have found out that the smartphones
with sensors can conveniently form a sensing network and collect sensing data in a
wide area. Since these sensing data are good resources for research, people have
started to look more into participatory sensing. J. Burke et al. [3] defines the
participatory sensing as “tasking deployed mobile devices to form interactive,
participatory sensor networks that enable public and professional users to gather,
analyze and share local knowledge”. Different from traditional data collection that
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focuses on the content on the local file system, participatory sensing relies more on
the context in which the data is collected and the quality. The higher the quality is,
the more information the collector can retrieve from data. [3] has shown the great
potential in public health analysis, urban planning, culture identity and natural
resource management.

2.2

Embedded Sensor Access Control Mechanism on iOS and Android
A study from Symantec shows the characteristics of the access control system

of the most popular smartphone operating systems [23].

iOS
There are only four resources that an application can request. They are 1)
accessing GPS data, 2) receiving remote notification data, 3) initiating outgoing call
and 4) sending outgoing message including SMS and email. All other access to
system services will be explicitly allowed or blocked by built-in policy. The latter
two need permission every time while the first two need permission only once and
then they will permanently hold the permission.

Android
Each Android app contains an embedded list of permissions in order to
function properly. The list of requests is presented to the user in non-technical
language at the time an app is installed on the device and the user can decide
whether or not to allow the app to be installed based on their tolerance for risk. If
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agreed, the app is granted permission to access all of the requested subsystems. If
denied, the app is completely blocked from running. Android offers no middle
ground.

2.3

Existing Sensor Management and Sensing Data Protection
Both iOS and Android provide very limited controls of the sensors. In

addition, their effectiveness heavily depends on the user’s skill set but neither of
them can assist the user to make the right decision. In [23], the author reported
several malwares on both iOS and Android system including leaking private data to
the attackers. L. Cai et al. have specified the limitations of the popular system in user
privacy protection [24]. Thus people have proposed more solutions to improve the
embedded access control system.
One popular solution is to adjust the precision of the data. M. Gruteser and D.
Grunwald [25] proposed an algorithm to add spatial and temporal cloaking into the
sensing data to meet specified anonymity constraints. MockDroid [26] is another
system that feeds fake values to collectors in location information, phone identities
and etc. However, several attacks to these mechanisms are reported. [7] [27] and [8]
show us that even given seemingly anonymous and approximate data, the real
identity of a person can be inferred.
Some solutions ask the smartphone users to control the content that they will
provide. TISSA [28] is such a system that allows the Android system to run in
privacy mode, in which, the user can specify the contents that they can provide for
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each third party application. AppFence [29] allows a user to substitute the content
that will be sent to the collector.
To provide more general protection, people designed some information
tracking systems to detect potential privacy leakage. By using TaintDroid [4], Enck
et al. have found 15 out of 30 popular applications that send location information to
remote advertisement server. Both [24] and [30] put monitors into their framework
to prevent sensing data leakage. Besides the solutions on the client side, people also
developed server-side solutions to protect sensing data. Personal Data Vaults (PDVs)
[31] is such an architecture that allows the smartphone users to make access control
over their uploaded data on the server.
Different from the previous solutions, our phone client provides Quality of
Sensing (QoSn) based control over all of the onboard sensors. It is based on the
observation that what really matter when retrieving information from data are the
context and quality. Data context implies the privacy and the quality determines the
privacy precision. Permission-based management is not enough because the users
will have no control over the data context and quality after the permissions have
been granted.

2.4

Existing Sensing Framework
Since participatory sensing is becoming more and more popular, people start

to seek a sensing framework that can fast deploy sensing tasks and collect sensing
data for research purposes. Mobiscopes [32] is such a type of infrastructure. It is a
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federation of distributed mobile sensors into taskable sensing system. People can
use this infrastructure to build applications that collect high-density samples over a
wide area through mobility. Bubble Sensing [33] dynamically assigns sensing tasks
to people when they enter a specific area that collects sensing data. When people
leave, the tasks end. Prism [34] is a sensing framework that pushes a third-party
app to the people when they are eligible to join a sensing task. If the people accept
the task, they will install the app on their phone and send sensing data to the third
party. The MetroSense project [18] tries to build a people-centric sensing platform
for the participatory sensing. A number of sensing applications are built upon it,
such as SoundSense [19], CenceMe [20], and AnonySense[21]. All the sensing
frameworks share the same problem, which is that they are all rely on third-party
applications. The collectors need to build an app first before they release a sensing
task. The smartphone users have to install a new app for a specific sensing task. This
not only costs more space on their phones, but also introduces new security risks.
Our proposed sensing framework provides a unified interface for people to
join sensing tasks and manage all their sensors. It is unnecessary to have other
applications installed on the phone for each different sensing task. Instead, all the
task participation operations could be finished within our phone client. Moreover,
our framework allows users to bargain on the sensing quality with the collectors,
which gives users a flexible way to adjust their sensing quality. Our framework also
contains a proxy server to cache users’ sensing data, which enable people to join
more sensing tasks without further increasing their hardware and network
overhead.
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The following chapter is about the detail of our QoSn-based management
system for participatory sensing.
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Chapter 3

Design

3.1

Design Goals
Our sensing framework aims to address the following problems.
1)

Limitation of Permission-Based Access Control

To more effectively prevent privacy leakage, we should control the quality of
sensing instead of only permissions. A QoSn-based sensor management system is
needed.
2)

Inefficiency of Task Deployment

The need of third-party app installation should be removed to simplify the
task participation procedure since it is time-consuming for both data collectors and
smartphone users. Moreover, the untrusted app brings security risks.
3)

Inflexibility for Privacy Trade-Off

Users have no choice to trade off their privacy for better rewards. We should
offer them a way to do it.
4)

Scalability

In the existing sensing frameworks, the installed apps will cost a significant
amount of system resources such as available space and network bandwidth,
especially when the user keeps several sensing tasks running at the same time. It
restricts a user from joining more sensing tasks. The data collectors also have to
wait for the completion of tasks from others.
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3.2

System and Security Model
To achieve our design goals, we make our sensing framework comprised of

two parts. One is a local client that exists as a smartphone app. It controls the
sensing quality of all the onboard sensors by policies. It has a portal for users to
explore and join their interested sensing tasks on the phones. The client also gives a
user the opportunity to bargain with the collectors on the sensing quality. The other
part of the sensing framework is the proxy server that stands between the data
collectors and the smartphone users. It is responsible for task management and data
storage. Thus, there are four entities involved in the sensing framework. They are
data collectors, smartphone users, proxy server and phone client. Figure 1 shows
the relations among them.

Figure 1. System Architecture
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1)

Data Collectors

Data collectors acquire plenty of sensing data from users’ smartphones for
analysis purposes. They claim to use the data for research or service purposes.
However, some of them may aim to dig out users’ privacy. They want sensing data to
be correct and in as high quality as possible, which will make it possible to extract
information that is precise enough. They are the source of security threats.
2)

Smartphone Users

The smartphone users are the group who needs privacy protections. They
are concerned about the sensitive information such as their home location, credit
card number and so on. Thus, they want to control the data that will be leaked by
the onboard sensors. However, some of them are willing to trade off their privacy
when offered a reasonable reward. So we need to give some flexibility to users so
that they can make their own decisions. Besides security concern, people also want
to conveniently join the sensing tasks. It is best for them to finish all the operations
in one place on the phone.
3)

Proxy Server

The proxy server stands between the data collectors and the smartphone
users. It stores all the posted tasks and sensing data. The collectors completely trust
the server and believe that it will give them the requested sensing data in a certain
quality and on time. The smartphone users also trust the server and believe that it
will deliver the data to the right data collector in the claimed sensing quality that
they have seen in a task’s description.
4)

Phone Client
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The phone client is the core part of our sensing framework. It exists as an app
on the smartphone. Smartphone users completely trust this app. They use it to join
sensing tasks and control the sensing quality of all the onboard sensors. The phone
client is comprised of three modules, which are Portal, Sensor Monitor and Policy
Manager. Figure 2 shows the data flow between each of the two modules. Portal is a
user interface that shows the status of sensors, created policies and available
sensing tasks posted on the proxy server. Sensor Monitor tracks the usage of sensors
and enforces the policies in real time to control the sensing quality. Policy Manager
is where the user maintains the policies.

Figure 2. Phone Client Modules and Data Flows

We will start introducing the functionalities in the following 4 sections.
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3.3

Unified QoSn-Based Sensor Management
The phone client controls all the onboard sensors by user-created policies.

The policy restricts a collector’s use of a specific type of sensor. It is described as
“Collector A can only use Sensor B between Time T1 and Time T2 with the sensing
frequency no more than N Hz”, which limits the data context and privacy precision.
The phone client works as follows. When the phone client receives a request
of joining a sensing task, the Sensor Monitor will retrieve the policy that restricts the
collector’s use on a sensor from the Policy Manager, compare with the current
sensor status and derive an applicable policy for enforcement. If the sensing task’s
requirement conflicts with the policy, the phone client will reject the request.
The fine-grained policy-driven access control of sensing quality enables the
users to hide themselves at a specific time interval and control the difficulty of
inferring their sensitive information, which lead to prevention of privacy leakage.

3.4

Privacy Bargain
Privacy bargain is a concept where people trade off their privacy for desired

functions or rewards [35, 36, 37]. In our case, people get more rewards for
providing sensing data in higher quality.
The collector will first provide two options with different rewards to the
users for choosing. If the user is still not satisfied and the collector also agrees to
accept a lower sensing quality, the user can bargain with the collector on the sensing
quality. The privacy bargain feature provides a flexible way for smartphone users to
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join the sensing tasks. It increases the chances of getting more rewards for
smartphone users while it also enlarges the data resources for the collectors, which
makes the sensing task a win-win game.

3.5

Fast Task Deployment
Existing sensing frameworks often choose to deploy third-party apps for each

different sensing task. However, the development of apps costs a lot of time and
labor. These untrusted third-party apps also introduce new security issues to users’
phones. Their unpredictable misbehaviors will harm the users’ privacy.
Furthermore, the need of third-party apps increases the management cost of the
users. The users have to spend some time on installing the app. It will cost them a
while to download, install and configure each app to get it work properly, which will
reduce their interests in joining more tasks. Considering improving the task
deployment efficiency and eliminating the related security issues, our sensing
framework gets rid of the need of third-party apps. Instead, we put all the tasks on
the proxy server and the users can easily retrieve and join them through our phone
client without the involvement of any other app, which significantly simplified the
whole procedures.
Figure 3 shows the task management database on the proxy server. Our
framework supports several phones per user and a phone can join as many sensing
tasks as possible. Figure 4 shows the communications between phone client and
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proxy server. The task retrieving and joining requests are sent through HTTP while
the sensing data are sent through HTTPS to keep the privacy.

Figure 3. ER Model of Task Management Database on Proxy Server

Figure 4. Interactions between Phone Client and Proxy Server
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3.6

Data Cache and Multi-Task
Multiple sensing tasks may be running at the same time. And it is also

probably that these sensing tasks are using the same sensor. To handle this case, we
cache the data on the proxy server. When people join several tasks that acquire the
data from the same sensor, the phone client will fulfill the collection in the highest
sensing quality among these tasks. When it reaches the end date, the proxy server
will sample among the data and deliver them to the collector based on their
requirements.
The data cache increases the number of tasks that one can join at the same
time without bringing extra burdens to their phones and the network, which
enables people to get more rewards and thus encourages them to provide their data
to more collectors. Collectors also benefit from the data cache because they do not
need to wait in line for the completion of other sensing tasks, which significantly
increases the scalability of the system.
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Chapter 4

Implementation and Evaluation

4.1

Implementation
The implementation includes the proxy server and the phone client. The

proxy server is built on one of the most popular HTTP solutions, which is the LAMP
server (Linux, Apache, Mysql and PHP). It is open-source and provides all the
functions that we need in this implementation. The phone client is now
implemented as an Android app targeting Android 4.1.2 API and above. The phone
platforms we are using are an Android Emulator that simulates Samsung Galaxy
Nexus with Android 4.1.2 and a Google Nexus 10 with Android 4.2.2. There is a web
interface for collectors to post their tasks. For the smartphone users, all the work
they need to do will be through the Android app. Since the phone client is the core
part of our framework, we will skip the task posting part and only show the demo of
the phone client.
We have used all the 9 sensors on Nexus 10 to send sensing data at the same
time. We have also bargained the privacy with the data collectors.
1)

Login and Registration

Figure 5 shows the entry of the phone client. When it is the first time to use,
users need to sign up and create an account. This account is used for users to
manage their phones. When logging in, we will come to choose the phone that we
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are using, shown as Figure 6. Before the first time use, there is no phone listed and
the phone needs registration. We enforce this because the system allows a user to
have several phones so we want to distinguish them.

Figure 5. Entry
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Figure 6. Registered Phones

The registration asks for the phone brand and model only. They are not
necessary to be the device’s real name. What it really does is to help people
remember their devices. For system, it uses the android ID to distinguish different
devices. During the registration, the phone client scans all the available onboard
sensors for later use such as task filtering and policy creation. We have registered
both the emulator and Nexus 10. If we choose the wrong device, we will not be able
to proceed. Only when the device’s Android ID matches the registered one, we can
go on to the menu that is shown in Figure 7.
The menu listed all the things we can do through the phone client including
task management, policy management and sensor monitor.
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Figure 7. Menu

2)

Joining a Task

We can then browse the available tasks. Only the tasks that use the onboard
sensors will be displayed, shown as Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Available Tasks

To restrict the use of some collectors that the users do not completely trust,
they can create policy for this collector.
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Figure 9. Policy Creation

We created a policy to restrict the sensing rate of accelerometer used by
collector CarMeasure to 0.3Hz and to allow it to use the accelerometer at any time of
a day.

Figure 10. Policy List

Now click on one task listed in the portal to see its detail.
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Figure 11. Task Detail

We can see that this task provides 3 options. One is high-quality sensing,
another is low-quality sensing and the last is sensing with local policy that is
decided by bargaining. Due to the existence of the policy that restricts this collector,
we cannot join the high-quality or low-quality sensing. The sensor monitor will help
user reject these two options as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Request Reject

Bargaining is the last option. When we choose to bargain, there will be a
dialog coming out, shown in Figure 13. In real bargaining, both seller and buyer do
not know each other’s bottom line but they have an expected value on the product
based on its quality. Either of them can start bargaining with giving a price. If the
price given by the seller is higher than the seller’s expectation, or the seller gives a
lower price than the buyer has expected, the two will make a deal.
We simulate this process by hiding the collector’s expected sensing quality
and letting the user start giving a “price”. Once the “price” is higher than the
collector’s expectation, they make a deal on the sensing quality.
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Figure 13. Bargain Dialog

Figure 14. Bargain Rejected
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There will be a hint for user to choose the sensing rate, including the
collector’s offer and user’s policy. Now we give 0.05. We can see that the dialog asks
for a higher rate, shown in Figure 14. So we give 0.2 and the bargain dialog goes
away, which means we have made a deal and joined the task. We can see the status
of our sensors in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Sensor Status, Single Sensor

The status shows that the accelerometer is collecting the data at 0.2Hz, which
is the rate we have specified during the privacy bargain. We can also see that the
time interval is the same as the policy.
Following the same procedure, we can join the other task using the Magnetic
Field Sensor.
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Figure 16. Sensor Status, Multiple Sensors

3)

Multi-Task

Our sensing framework supports multiple tasks running at the same time.
But several conditions must be satisfied to guarantee that the following tasks and
the first task do not have negative impact on each other.


The following tasks’ policy should not violate the first task’s configuration.
This is due to the security concern. We should guarantee that the user’s
privacy is not at any risk.



The following tasks’ end date should not be later than the first one. This is
due to the consideration of task management. We choose a conservative way
to make sure that users will not send too many data and collectors can get
the data in correct quality.
There is no restriction on the rate. If the following task has a lower quality,

we maintain the existing configuration. If higher, we update the configuration to the
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higher one. When a task finishes, we will sample the data to approximately satisfy
the required quality for those tasks that need the data in lower quality.
Figure 17 shows that the sensing rate of accelerometer is now updated to
0.5Hz.

Figure 17. Sensor Status, Accelorometer Updated

To keep the data in privacy during transferring, we use Https to encrypt the
sensing data, as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Code Snippet

4.2

Evaluation
1)

QoSn-Based Control

We have kept the service running for 1 hour and 8 minutes, collected 205
magnetic field sensor data and 2034 accelerometer data. Table 1 shows some
sample data from the magnetic field sensor.
Table 1. Sample Data from Magnetic Field Sensor
2013-02-13 07:17:17

-49.396065

-108.33547

-33.737774

2013-02-13 07:17:37

-48.904366

-108.18297

-33.753124
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2013-02-13 07:17:57

-49.260082

-107.65827

-34.83179

2013-02-13 07:18:17

-48.916763

-108.07744

-33.797924

2013-02-13 07:18:37

-49.58841

-108.87068

-33.538574

2013-02-13 07:18:57

-49.08522

-108.62829

-34.19876

2013-02-13 07:19:17

-49.989986

-108.00366

-34.333668

2013-02-13 07:19:37

-48.94007

-108.557594

-34.15097

2013-02-13 07:19:57

-49.17358

-108.66747

-34.09418

2013-02-13 07:20:17

-49.30307

-107.897675

-34.107708

2013-02-13 07:20:37

-49.45819

-108.183235

-34.037327

2013-02-13 07:20:58

-49.15643

-108.83989

-33.535362

2013-02-13 07:21:18

-49.192955

-108.15697

-35.086864

2013-02-13 07:21:38

-49.0659

-108.5525

-33.953102

2013-02-13 07:21:58

-48.76366

-107.77001

-34.56602

2013-02-13 07:22:18

-50.05305

-108.57388

-34.224304

2013-02-13 07:22:38

-48.585915

-108.59236

-34.1915

2013-02-13 07:22:58

-49.54264

-108.52418

-35.215557

2013-02-13 07:23:18

-49.38707

-108.116684

-34.41445

2013-02-13 07:23:38

-49.07051

-108.54043

-34.07026

2013-02-13 07:23:58

-48.8792

-108.289246

-34.135014

2013-02-13 07:24:18

-49.004242

-108.54354

-34.43098

2013-02-13 07:24:38

-49.262085

-108.78637

-34.67363

2013-02-13 07:24:58

-49.343166

-108.61431

-34.36233

2013-02-13 07:25:18

-48.99488

-108.3006

-34.201614

2013-02-13 07:25:38

-49.17137

-107.86588

-35.02813

2013-02-13 07:25:59

-49.824467

-108.63729

-33.899323

2013-02-13 07:26:19

-48.778507

-108.673035

-34.148746

2013-02-13 07:26:39

-49.560677

-108.41846

-34.004738

We can see that the data are sent according to the policy, which is 0.05Hz
(Period: 20s). Compared with the highest sensing rate of the magnetic field sensor
in SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL mode, which is 16Hz, we have successfully reduced the
sensing quality. Table 2 shows the samples from the accelerometer.
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Table 2. Sample Data from Accelerometer
2013-02-13 07:17:07

0.16400282

-0.4417302

10.169372

2013-02-13 07:17:09

0.16400282

-0.4381389

10.15381

2013-02-13 07:17:11

0.15083471

-0.45010993

10.16578

2013-02-13 07:17:13

0.20590134

-0.45250413

10.169372

2013-02-13 07:17:15

0.1592144

-0.45489833

10.170568

2013-02-13 07:17:20

0.15322891

0.45010993

10.156203

2013-02-13 07:17:21

0.15801731

-0.45489833

10.149021

2013-02-13 07:17:23

0.16519992

-0.46567222

10.168175

2013-02-13 07:17:25

0.17238252

-0.45968673

10.158598

2013-02-13 07:17:27

0.16998832

-0.46088383

10.152613

2013-02-13 07:17:29

0.16160862

-0.46208093

10.164583

2013-02-13 07:17:31

0.17238252

-0.46447513

10.159795

2013-02-13 07:17:34

0.16639702

-0.46686932

10.15381

2013-02-13 07:17:36

0.15682021

-0.45609543

10.169372

2013-02-13 07:17:38

0.16400282

-0.45968673

10.152613

2013-02-13 07:17:40

0.16639702

-0.46447513

10.15381

2013-02-13 07:17:42

0.16879122

-0.45489833

10.159795

2013-02-13 07:17:44

0.19153613

-0.46567222

10.150218

2013-02-13 07:17:46

0.14724341

-0.46208093

10.158598

2013-02-13 07:17:48

0.16400282

-0.439336

10.146626

2013-02-13 07:17:50

0.17717093

-0.45848963

10.164583

2013-02-13 07:17:52

0.16639702

-0.46327803

10.160992

2013-02-13 07:17:54

0.15203181

-0.44532153

10.140641

2013-02-13 07:17:56

0.17357962

-0.47524905

10.160992

2013-02-13 07:17:58

0.16639702

-0.45848963

10.166978

2013-02-13 07:18:00

0.1592144

-0.45250413

10.159795

2013-02-13 07:18:02

0.16280572

-0.45370123

10.16578

2013-02-13 07:18:04

0.1592144

-0.45848963

10.156203

2013-02-13 07:18:06

0.16160862

-0.45489833

10.155006

2013-02-13 07:18:08

0.1388637

-0.47046062

10.103531

These data are collected according to the highest quality requirement in all
the user’s tasks that use the accelerometer, which is 0.5Hz (Maximum: 120Hz).
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Table 3 shows the sample result when the system picks data with the requirement
of 0.2Hz among the data with 0.5Hz. We have chosen 1017 data among all the 2034
data. The frequency is about 0.17Hz, which is approximately 0.2Hz.
Table 3. Sample Data Picked from Higher Frequency
2013-02-13 07:17:31

0.17238252

-0.46447513

10.159795

2013-02-13 07:17:36

0.15682021

-0.45609543

10.169372

2013-02-13 07:17:42

0.16879122

-0.45489833

10.159795

2013-02-13 07:17:48

0.16400282

-0.439336

10.146626

2013-02-13 07:17:54

0.15203181

-0.44532153

10.140641

2013-02-13 07:18:00

0.1592144

-0.45250413

10.159795

2013-02-13 07:18:06

0.16160862

-0.45489833

10.155006

2013-02-13 07:18:12

0.16280572

-0.45010993

10.151415

2013-02-13 07:18:18

0.15322891

-0.45489833

10.15381

2013-02-13 07:18:23

0.1592144

-0.45250413

10.15381

2013-02-13 07:18:29

0.16519992

-0.45968673

10.168175

2013-02-13 07:18:35

0.16160862

-0.45130703

10.152613

2013-02-13 07:18:41

0.15203181

-0.45848963

10.152613

2013-02-13 07:18:47

0.15562311

-0.44891283

10.150218

2013-02-13 07:18:53

0.16519992

-0.46088383

10.157401

2013-02-13 07:18:59

0.16400282

-0.46088383

10.147824

2013-02-13 07:19:05

0.15203181

-0.45848963

10.14543

2013-02-13 07:19:12

0.15682021

-0.45489833

10.15381

2013-02-13 07:19:14

0.16519992

-0.45489833

10.149021

2013-02-13 07:19:20

0.16280572

-0.46327803

10.159795

2013-02-13 07:19:26

0.16280572

-0.44891283

10.15381

2013-02-13 07:19:32

0.16998832

-0.4309563

10.177752

2013-02-13 07:19:38

0.1352724

-0.45609543

10.168175

2013-02-13 07:19:44

0.17956513

-0.46567222

10.144233

2013-02-13 07:19:50

0.17717093

-0.49440265

10.141838

2013-02-13 07:19:56

0.16639702

-0.4333505

10.1621895

2013-02-13 07:20:01

0.1352724

-0.46208093

10.143036

2013-02-13 07:20:07

0.16400282

-0.45609543

10.169372

2013-02-13 07:20:13

0.1604115

-0.46088383

10.132261
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2013-02-13 07:20:19

2)

0.15682021

-0.45489833

10.149021

System Overhead

Table 4 shows the highest sensing frequencies of 9 sensors in
SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL mode on Nexus 10.
Table 4. Highest Sensing Frequency in SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL Mode
Sensors

Frequency (Hz)

Accelerometer

120

GPS

6

Magnetic Field

16

Gyroscope

17

Light

8

Rotation Vector

5

Linear Acceleration

5

Gravity

7

Pressure

7

When the phone client is sending a packet, it will create a new thread to set
up an Https connection. If the packet frequency is too high, the phone will not be
able to handle so many connections. In an experiment done on Nexus 10, it can only
send data packet at less than 14Hz. If all the sensors are running at their highest
speed in SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL mode and each data packet only contains one
sensing data, the phone will not be able to handle them. To enable all the sensors
running together, the phone client uses a buffer to hold the collected data for at least
10 seconds in order to avoid creating too many threads and making too many Https
requests. By introducing the delay, 9 sensors on Nexus 10 can run at the same time
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at the highest frequency in SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL mode. Other network activities
such as task exploring, do not encounter any delay.
The bandwidth cost of sending all the sensors’ data is also reasonably low.
Table 5 shows the typical size of a data packet when sensors are running at the
highest frequency in SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL mode. The total size of data packet
will be 71.3KB and they will be sent within more than 10s. So the maximum
bandwidth cost for 9 sensors’ working together is 57.0kbps. Compared with the
reported upload bandwidth from [38], the cost is only almost 1/10 of the lowest
upload bandwidth, which is 560kbps, among the four most popular 3G networks in
the United States. So the client will not impact the users’ phone network even it
works in the toughest use case.
Table 5. Packet Size Per Request
Sensor

Size (KB)

Accelerometer

10.2

GPS

0.5

Magnetic Field

8.3

Gyroscope

9.5

Light

5.2

Rotation Vector

11.3

Linear Acceleration

10.6

Gravity

10.0

Pressure

5.7
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Future Work
6.1

Policy Design
Policy is important in our framework since the QoSn-based sensor control is

policy-driven. We need to research on what information a policy should contain.
Recent policy design does not consider the context of a phone. A phone in different
contexts may face different threats, and the control over sensors should sometimes
dynamically make changes accordingly so that the sensors can behave differently in
some special use cases. For example, when users are typing when making a phone
call, the accelerometer should be automatically turned off because they may be
typing bank account information.
The other problem is that it is hard for users to determine the proper sensing
rate. We need to help them generate one that can protect them from a certain
security threat. It requires us to know the correlation between data quality and
privacy leakage so that the generated policy can provide high quality sensing data
while it can still protect the privacy.

6.2

Instant Service Support
Recently, the proxy server holds all the data for collectors. There is a delay

between data sending and receiving, which limits the collector to provide instant
services that many applications use. We need to add a feature to provide a more
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efficient communication channel between the collectors and smartphone users to
exchange their data.

6.3

Security Issues
Though we have provided QoSn-based sensor control to prevent privacy

leakage, there are still some other security issues that need further consideration.
The first is that whether we should trust the proxy server. In our design, we
assume that the user completely trust the proxy server. However, some of them may
probably have concerns about the confidentiality of their data on the server. They
want to make sure that no other people including the proxy server administrator
can get the contents of the sensing data without their permission. Thus, we must
provide a mechanism for cache data encryption. Only the users can have the keys to
decrypt the data that are from their own phones.
The second issue is about the integrity of the sensing data. Since the
collectors pay the participants for their data, they are expecting correct and reliable
data. How the framework guarantees the data integrity needs further discussion.

6.4

More Choices in Privacy Bargain
Our recent implementation only allows the user to bargain on the sensing

rate based on a given rewards. In the future, we can implement a more complicated
bargain system. It allows the user to bargain on the sensing time interval. The
rewards may also not be determined by only the collectors. Users should have a
chance to propose their expected rewards.
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6.5

Multi-Task Improvement
Recent multi-task support has some restrictions on the context of sensing

tasks such as its end date and policy. We may design an algorithm or add a new
module to correctly trace each running task so that the users can join whatever
tasks they want.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

As more services and research rely on the sensing data collected from the
smartphones, participatory sensing is playing a more important role. To satisfy the
requirements of both deployment efficiency and privacy protection, we propose the
new QoSn-based sensing management framework for participatory sensing. This
sensing framework puts the sensor management and sensing task management
together into a smartphone client to provide policy-driven QoSn-based sensor
management and unified onboard sensing task management. It allows the
smartphone users to further control the QoSn after granting a specific permission,
which improves the permission-based sensor control mechanism to better protect
user’s privacy. The privacy bargain feature gives flexibility to users when they want
to trade off their privacy for more rewards. The unified onboard sensing task
management eliminates the need of involvement of third-party apps, which
significantly increases the speed of task deployment and removes the potential
security risk brought by installing an untrusted app. The introduction of proxy
server makes it possible to run multiple sensing tasks on the same sensor without
bringing extra hardware and network burden, which encourages the users to join
more sensing tasks. The overhead of running several sensing tasks at the same time
is also proved to be small and does not impact the normal use of a smartphone.
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